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Challenges Government Contractors Face with Security Information Management   
by Joe Gottlieb 10

It is challenging to stay ahead of the growing types of attacks on 
business data/information. Security information management is even 
more daunting for contractors, serving the private and public sectors. 
Specific agreements made between the contracting agency and their 
clients impose requirements and penalties in case of a data breach.  
This drives even greater accountability for contracting firms.

Today, government contractors are finding themselves at the nexus  
of attacks and accountability… Why? 

Hactivists. While some dismiss organizations 
like “Anonymous” as being nothing more than 
righteous graffiti artists, their focus to find chinks 
in the government’s data management armor is 
not without impact. Government contractors, like 
Lockheed Martin, have experienced major business 
disruption even though the attack on them did not 
yield any stolen data. 

A logical entry point. Government contractors 
build business links between themselves and the 
agencies they serve. Shared systems and networks, 
and even funded personnel, are exploited to gain 
entry to federal agencies. As a trusted connection 
in the government supply chain, more diligence 
is required to secure access and activities taking 
place across those links. 

Any breach is a bad breach. Even when no data 
was stolen, just accessing a network or system is 
perceived as a successful attack. Why? It achieves 
a level of damage that can’t be quantified: loss 
of public confidence, a drain on staff, and a 
distraction to the business that is difficult to 
recover from. Not to mention getting the attention  
of regulators and auditors who monitor controls 
for weaknesses.

Lack of control. Managing large projects as an 
outside vendor, particularly when your client is a 
government agency, is exponentially more complex 
than projects clients deal with directly. The data 
you need lives outside of your control, along with 
the people who are responsible for it, the processes 
that govern how it is distributed and retained.

Project partitioning. Government contractors 
must compartmentalize  the information, people 
and processes from each agency, program and 
project—from the way data is managed, to 
the personnel associated with the project, and 
everything in between.  

A risky workforce. Program cutbacks create budget 
pressure for government contractors who still have to 
deliver the goods, often with a small, temporary staff 
who may not be skilled or invested in maintaining 
best practices for controlling information. This group 
is seen as a target vulnerable to paid exploits.

Negative perception. Major scrutiny is placed 
on tax dollars, and government contractors are 
perceived to be opportunists on “the take.”   
That means any risk exposed will be exploited 
as evidence of agencies abusing taxpayer dollars 
and confidence.

Undesirable missions. Government contractors 
are often responsible for programs that even 
their clients would not take on…another reason 
they are highly targeted. Yet, in many cases, 
they are not “in the know” or have full visibility 
to all the pieces of the puzzle. 

Controversy breeds attention. There is an even 
bigger appetite to target government contractors 
as they are often involved in highly sensitive or 
controversial programs. A “win” or takedown 
of an agency which could point to potentially 
unsavory activities is just more notoriety for  
the cybercriminal.

Danger in disclosure. Unlike private sector 
companies who are able to manage what, 
how, and when they disclose a breach to 
their shareholders, customers and markets, 
government contractors must operate under 
strict terms of their agreement and external 
agency controls, which often dictate how 
information breach disclosures must be handled. 
This can produce challenging scenarios in which 
the contractor must absorb all of the press and 
public scrutiny while not being able to seize 
control and manage all aspects of the aftermath.

With these challenges in mind, government 
contractors need to be systematic and 
comprehensive in their security information 
management practices. Sensage Security 
Intelligence Solutions enable proactive 
coordination—and convergence—of security 
processes with a single data architecture that 
scales to petabytes and beyond. Learn how 
organizations leverage Sensage to enhance 
their visibility into insider threats, APTs, next-
generation malware, botnets and more, please 
contact us for a demo.
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SIM Vendors Make
Case for Extending
Product Capabilities
Products can be extended to weed out fraud, but experts
say those features add complexity. BY ROBERT WESTERVELT
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nNEW DATA SUGGESTS several large U.S. banks are grappling with call center wire
fraud, but security information and event management (SIEM) vendors are trying
to make the case that their products can help ward off such incidents.

Call center wire fraud is a growing trend, vendors say, in which a cybercriminal
steals account credentials, gains access to the victim’s personal information and then
makes a physical call to a bank’s call center to drain the account.

The call center operator typically asks a few personal questions to verify the victim’s
identity against information it has on file, but it doesn’t matter: An experienced cyber-
criminal can gain most of the victim’s personal
information, including his or her Social Security
number, by viewing the personal data in the
victim’s online account portal.

The trend is being tracked by SIEM vendor
ArcSight LLC, recently acquired by Hewlett-
Packard Co. ArcSight said SIEM products can
be extended to weed out that kind of savvy fraud.
For now, most SIEM deployments focus on a
few systems and a limited policy set, but Ryan
Kalember, ArcSight’s director of marketing, said
many SIEM systems can do more sophisticated
correlation to detect anomalies and send out
alerts.

“You can bring in events from other systems like Active Directory or identity
management systems to enrich SIM events and look at things more from a people
perspective,” Kalember said. “Watching for issues at the system and infrastructure
layer doesn’t give the complete story anymore. If you’re not monitoring at the user

“You can bring in events
from other systems like
Active Directory or
identity management
systems to enrich SIM
events and look at
things more from a
people perspective.”

—RYAN KALEMBER, director of marketing, ArcSight
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layer and application layer, then you basically stand no chance.”
However, experts say extending the reach of SIEM systems in this way can some-

times add complexity and ultimately result in a wave of unwanted and unnecessary
alerts. Some financial firms are taking a “walk-before-you-run type approach,” while
other firms are driven to deploy SIEM systems simply for compliance reasons, said
Mark Nicolett, chief of security, privacy and risk research at Gartner Inc.

“The compliance-driven SIEM deployment is
very useful from a security perspective and even-
tually users will go back to their [SIEM] vendor
as they expand the use of it,” Nicolett said.

PCI DSS has been the biggest driver of SIEM
deployments in the U.S., but many firms have
already deployed technologies and processes to
meet PCI DSS. With the standard not changing
for three years, Nicolett said he’s starting to see a
“shift toward more of a balanced focus on security
and compliance.”

The market for SIEM products remains
crowded, Nicolett said, with many vendors
seeking to differentiate themselves by packaging
certain capabilities that are suitable for a certain
market. ArcSight’s product packages capabilities used at large banks and financial
institutions with cash to spend, while smaller SIEM vendors, like Trigeo Network
Security Inc., are successful catering their out-of-the-box SIEM capabilities to smaller
banks and credit unions.

“The average TriGeo customer has over 200 correlations and the correlations are
what give you the visibility in the appropriate context,” said Michelle Dickman, presi-
dent and CEO of Post Falls, Idaho-based TriGeo. “It isn’t helpful to be alerted to stuff
that isn’t meaningful. We’ve seen a lot of these SIEM implementations where they’re
using 10% of what the product can do and a lot of it was that it was so burdensome
to get the product up and running. “

Dickman believes other rules and regulations will drive further adoption of SIEM
systems: the North Electric Reliability Corp. (NERC) is fueling interest from energy
firms, while the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and
Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act is
driving interest from health care firms. In addition, smaller organizations are more
willing to share information, she said. Trigeo recently launched an initiative to get its
credit union customers to share correlation rules, expanding the rule sets for the SIEM
appliance as well as communicate potential fraud activity.

Mike McDanell, IT supervisor and information security officer at Pasadena Federal

“The compliance-driven
SIEM deployment is very
useful from a security
perspective and eventu-
ally users will go back
to their [SIEM] vendor
as they expand the
use of it.”

—MARK NICOLETT, chief of security,
privacy and risk research, Gartner
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Credit Union in Pasadena, Calif., said log aggregation has been able to help him mitigate
threats before they become an issue. He has shared rules with other Trigeo users and
recently applied a rule to mitigate an attack targeting a Microsoft vulnerability.

McDanell said he likes that the SIEM provides visibility down to the workstation
level. He has set rules limiting the kinds of files the 40 employees can open, helping
weed out common PDF and Microsoft Office file attacks.

“You can quickly tell who has too much time on their hands and are trying to
access things they shouldn’t,” McDanell said. “It’s great to resolve issues before they
become bigger problems.”w

Robert Westervelt is News Director for SearchSecurity.com.
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Evaluating the best options for log monitoring & SIEM? 

Buying hardware ≠ being secure 

Log monitoring is key to a strong information security program. However, performing log 
monitoring well is resource intensive and requires advanced technology to process all the logs 
and alerts being generated by your infrastructure. 

With Dell SecureWorks’  log monitoring services, you choose the platforms where logs must be 
monitored and the service level you require (full management, monitoring or on-demand). Our 
log monitoring services deliver: 24x7x365 alerts and log monitoring; advanced correlation; 
immediate incident response and on-demand reporting. 

Many organizations deploy SIM technology only to find it is extremely challenging to use.  Dell 
SecureWorks offers a breakthrough alternative to software implementations of SIM — an on-
demand solution that delivers value through rapid deployment, ease-of-use and instant access 
to expertise. 

Learn more about these critical security technologies by downloading one or all of these 
whitepapers: 

Log Monitoring Best Practices: Get Beyond the Network Layer  

This transcribed webcast covers the five steps to developing a sound log 
management strategy including: your key drivers for log management, 
identifying what to monitor, retention and security requirements, types of 
events to monitor and response requirements. >> Read More  

 

Log Management: How to Develop the Right Strategy  
for Business and Compliance 

This whitepaper explains how to develop a strategic approach to managing 
and monitoring logs that will enable easier compliance with regulatory 
mandates and more effective defense against threats. >> Read More 

Top 5 SIM Pitfalls 
 
This whitepaper is designed to help security, IT and compliance 
professionals deploying SIM avoid the pitfalls that have led to failed or 
limited implementations for many organizations. >> Read More   

 
 

Contact us at info@secureworks.com or 877-905-6661  
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Exploring SIM Architecture
Options for Virtual
Data Center Security
To be successful in securing the virtual data center, SIM
systems must become virtualization-aware. BY TED RITTER
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tTHERE IS A significant disconnect between security management and the virtual data
center. Today’s data center is undergoing tectonic shifts while moving from a static
physical model to a dynamic virtual infrastructure driven by server, network, storage
and security virtualization. To be successful, security information management (SIM)
must become virtualization-aware and act as your organization’s virtual server security
management tool.

Server virtualization adoption is ubiquitous, with more than 97% of organizations
participating in Nemertes’ 2010-2011 benchmark survey are in some stage of deploy-
ing virtualization. Server virtualization abstracts the operating system from the under-
lying hardware via a hypervisor. The advantages are significant, including server con-
solidation, faster server provisioning, more dynamic disaster recovery and higher
availability. Yet the hypervisor introduces a new layer of complexity, particularly when
considering SIM. This presents a challenge and an opportunity: the challenge is being
virtualization-aware and correlating events across the virtual/physical realms, while
the opportunity is a greater role in infrastructure management by becoming the foun-
dation of a management bridge across the virtual and physical divide.

SIM must match virtualization’s agility and flexibility
The greatest benefit of SIM is cross-device event correlation. This requires close tracking
and correlation of events, alerts and network flows across network switches, routers,
firewalls and intrusion detection and prevention gear. For example, a SIM identifying
outbound traffic from multiple servers to the same external IP address may indicate a
botnet infection.

The current generation of SIM products was developed for the physical infrastruc-
ture with the assumption that components stay put. Virtualization completely violates

VI RTUAL I ZATI O N S EC U R ITY MANAG E M E NT
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this assumption: servers, switches and even security devices move through functions,
such as Citrix XenMotion, Microsoft Live Migration and VMware VMotion. And, not
only do servers move, but they can start and stop with the click of a mouse; far more
rapidly than provisioning/deprovisioning physical servers. This is intentional.

The fluidity of the virtual infrastructure is key to delivering a more agile and flexi-
ble IT infrastructure. SIM, too, must be more agile and fluid correlating events in rela-
tion to the movement of virtual components.

To complicate matters, security information management must correlate events
across virtual and physical environments. Even when organizations are 100% virtual-
ized, 10% to 15% of workloads remain physical. This gets tricky when you have an
application stack spanning virtual and physical servers. For example, enterprises run-
ning virtual Web and middleware tiers while the backend database remains physical. It
is imperative for SIM systems to track this relationship when assessing a security event
affecting the application stack.

Track and correlate hypervisor events
To properly address the virtual infrastructure, SIMs must become hypervisor-aware.
The hypervisor is an abstraction layer between physical and virtual infrastructure that
hosts a variety of functions the SIM must track. For example, the hypervisor has virtu-
al switches, virtual NICs, its own management
interfaces and, in the case of VMware, security
APIs. Tracking the hypervisor is a critical function
of a virtualization-aware SIM, since hypervisor
events must be correlated with physical and
virtual components for successful network
behavioral analysis.

Another aspect of virtualization awareness for
SIMs is correlation across a new breed of security
products: virtual IDS/IPS, firewall and anti-x
services. Though security functions—and security
events—are the same as physical security devices,
security devices can move. Therefore, the SIM must not only track the events, but also
track where the events are coming from, especially when the security device may physi-
cally reside on the same physical server as the assets it protects. An added complication
for the SIM is that virtual security devices often use a different management system
than physical security devices. As above, this is an opportunity and a burden: Having a
link between physical and virtual security is an opportunity, but making a link between
physical and virtual is a burden. To be effective—virtually—the SIM must log the
hypervisor state and have access to hypervisor management interfaces, particularly

Another aspect of
virtualization awareness
for SIMs is correlation
across a new breed
of security products:
virtual IDS/IPS, firewall
and anti-x services.
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when there shouldn’t be any direct access to the hypervisor outside of the virtualization
management system.

Addressing these concerns requires more time than money. The security team must
meet with the virtualization team to discuss the specifics of hypervisor deployment
and configuration so the SIM rule base can properly identify virtualization-related
anomalies. This involves cross training and bringing the virtualization team up to
speed on potential vulnerabilities and on the inner workings of virtualization.

Most SIM products are now virtualization-aware, as long as they are at current
revision levels. Any SIM without a virtualization-specific update in the past 12 months
is running virtualization blind.

SIMs need visibility into dynamic workload zones
A SIM must also be zone-aware. In the physical infrastructure, virtual LANs and network
segmentation are the primary workload segregation tools for security and compliance.
Both strategies still apply to the virtual infrastructure, but the zone is becoming best
practice for workload segregation. The zone is a higher-level construct defining a range
of workloads, located anywhere in the virtual or
physical infrastructure. A primary application of
zones is segregation of in-scope workloads for
PCI DSS or IPAA compliance.

The zone facilitates virtualization dynamics,
freeing a workload to move anywhere within the
zone: on the same server, across the rack, across
the data center or even between data centers.
The SIM must be zone-aware to catch any zone
violations. Though zones are secure, there are
still opportunities for zones to fail. Failure comes
from an unintentional misconfiguration, a work-
load moving out of a zone during a workload
migration or malware generating traffic crossing
the zone boundary. So, the SIM must track changes to configuration files and logs for
virtual machine migration as a point of reference to identify a zone violation. As
above, this requires a combination of cross training and SIM virtualization aware-
ness. Zones are a new concept that require
frequent updates to the SIM rule base in order to properly assess zone status. Security
practitioners should contact their SIM vendor to determine the SIM’s zone awareness.

Securing the virtual infrastructure with tools isolated to the physical realm is
impossible. Security practitioners must align security management with the virtual
data center. Server virtualization will be part of nearly every data center infrastructure

The zone facilitates
virtualization dynamics,
freeing a workload to
move anywhere within
the zone: on the same
server, across the rack,
across the data center
or even between data
centers.
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for up to 95% of the workloads. A key to a successful SIM is making sure the solution
is virtualization-aware.w

Ted Ritter is a senior research analyst with Nemertes Research, where he conducts research, advises vendor
and end-user clients, develops research reports and delivers strategic seminars.A Certified Information
Systems Security Professional (CISSP), Ritter leads Nemertes’ research on cloud, virtualization and data
center with an emphasis on compliance, risk management, and business continuity/disaster recovery. He
is also one of Nemertes’ dedicated experts on virtualization security, Internet infrastructure, efficient data
centers and green IT.
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Moving Log Management to
A Cloud Computing Provider
Learn the pros and cons of using a cloud computing
provider for log management. BY TOM CHMIELARSKI
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cCLOUD-BASED log management can offer great capabilities to an organization, but
is it right for you? While it can mean easier deployment and reduced capital expenses,
moving to a cloud computing provider for log management presents challenges,
particularly with respect to the security of data at rest.

Log management requirements
Before delving too deeply into the challenges around cloud-based log management, let’s
consider some of the challenges generally facing log management. Log management
itself is an ambiguous term, so, for the purposes of this article, it’s defined as a service to
collect, normalize, store and search log data. Those four descriptors, defining functional
capabilities, represent a lot of complexity and value to the organization if implemented
correctly. However, if implemented insecurely, log management can introduce substantial
risk and liabilities by centralizing vast amounts of sensitive trade secrets, passwords and
user information, customer records and/or regulated personal data.

A few considerations of log management that affect functional capabilities (including
when in the cloud) are business continuity planning, how long the data must be retained
and the business justification (i.e. the purpose) for the use of log management. Do you
need log management to be the secure repository for all of your data, or do you want it
to enable functional log search?

To collect the data, we must have a way to extract and centralize the data from dis-
parate data sources. These sources may be in the form of syslog from a network device,
text files from an application, system and security logs from a server, or even tables with-
in a database. The log management infrastructure must be able to handle these sources,
supporting a wide array of common products, as well as custom sources.

Next, a log management system must be able to, in some fashion, normalize the
data. This places the data in a standardized format and then extracts, or otherwise
associates, portions of that data with consistently named fields. Examples of named
fields include “source IP address” and “user.” A major advantage of this normalization
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is the consistent search across the data of multiple platforms. For example, firewalls
from two separate vendors may label the same information differently. Normalization
abstracts the information into a common taxonomy so the searches within the log
management service do not have to directly compensate for these differences.

Third, the log management system must store the data in a way that is secure,
tamper resistant, and retained for an adequate amount of time. Depending on your
needs, this must include a way to retrieve records in bulk; for example, to provide data
responsive to litigation concerns. If your data is sensitive, encryption of that data at
rest should be a consideration.

Fourth, the log service must provide a useful search, reporting and extract interface.
Your organizationwill obtain little value if the data is centralized, but cannot be effectively
used because, for example, the search interface is too limited.

Cloud-based log management
Now that we have a simple description of log management and understand the factors
that complicate it, let’s consider how these change when moving to a cloud computing
provider. Our first functional capability was the collection of data from disparate log
sources. That task must still happen and is essentially unchanged when moving to the
cloud, except for an increased importance of encryption during transport. Just as
with a COTS vendor, you must still know your major log sources and verify that the
vendor’s products support them.

The second factor, normalization, is also unchanged: The cloud service must prop-
erly normalize the data if you want to be able to gain the most value out of your logs.
It is critical, with both COTS and cloud-based offerings, to verify that the data within
the supported products is actually normalized properly.

The third functional factor, storage, is an area where the cloud solutions differ
from the in-house COTS solutions. When designing the in-house solution, you must
ensure you have adequate hardware in terms of processing power, storage capacity and
storage speed. The compression level of the log management software is important for
estimating the disk capacity you’ll need to support your data retention requirements.
With cloud-based solutions, those concerns are essentially removed; your service
charge is probably based on the data volume and/or the number of devices sending
data, but you don’t need to plan, implement and support that hardware. Not only does
the cloud-based solution remove that responsibility from you, but it also removes the
up-front capital expenditures, replacing them with ongoing operational expenses that
typically work better from a budgeting perspective.

The security of sensitive data at rest, even when on servers in a secure facility you
operate, is always a consideration. A server can be hacked into and the data extracted,
a server admin (with legitimate authorized access) can copy or tamper with the data,
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or any other number of issues (accidental or intentional) can cause that data to be
exposed. Encryption of that data at the application and disk level, preferably such that
server administrators do not have the ability to decrypt, can substantially reduce that
exposure risk. When the data moves to the cloud, those controls are beyond your ability
to enact and verify. You need to determine how, if at all, the cloud computing provider
secures the data and prevents it from being tampered with or accidentally intermingled
with that of another cloud customer. When asked about data security, vendors often
will focus on encryption of the data in-transit and the security of the data center(s)
where the servers are housed. Neither of these controls will make it more difficult
for an attacker who has compromised one or more servers to obtain your data.

The possibility of a rogue administrator taking
your data is very real and should be discussed
with your cloud computing provider. By rogue
administrator, I mean one with authorized access
to the log management system, but without a
legitimate need to access your specific data. This
risk is the same when the data is stored in-house.
However, in that case, you have more insight into
the administrators you hire (or contract) and
can audit their activities. Does the cloud vendor
monitor the activities of the system administrators
who interact with customer-facing systems? On
behalf of a client of mine, I recently asked the technical account manager of a MSSP
with cloud-based log management services how they track which of their employees
access my client’s data. The MSSP’s answer pertained to the security of the data centers
that the MSSP’s employees use and how it prevents unauthorized persons from access-
ing client networks. While that is an important consideration, it does not mitigate
against or identify a rogue (or bored) MSSP employee sorting through my client’s very
sensitive logs. If the data is encrypted at the application level, and keyed to you, then
the data will not be viewable by anyone outside your company even if they gain access
to the cloud vendor’s servers.

Additional considerations
Standard data lifecycle questions apply to cloud computing providers as they maintain
their systems and your data within your data retention period. How does the vendor
sanitize data on decommissioned hardware? How do they secure any backup media?

Another complicating factor for cloud-based log management is the production
of large amounts of historical data. If, for example, you must produce three months
worth of log data from 10 servers, will you be able to do so? How will the vendor

The possibility of a
rogue administrator
taking your data is
very real and should
be discussed with
your cloud computing
provider.
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produce and provide it to you? Imagine a scenario where your company needs to
provide log data for litigation purposes—will you be able to? This is less important
if the log management service is not intended to be the record of retention, as you’d
be able to collect the data from the various individual sources.

Our last functional area is search: How useful and flexible is the vendor’s search
functionality? Do you have the ability to search for text across all log entries? Can you
search for specific things, such as every occurrence of a specified user name? Can your
search results be aggregated and charted? Will the log management platform allow you
to search for the all of the viruses shown in your antivirus logs and sort that by the
number of computers infected by each virus? Do you need flexible search or not?
These functional questions should all be guided by the underlying business need
driving log management.

Log management consists of two core areas: collecting logs and making that data
useful. You need to understand why you want log management in order to determine
collection and usage needs. Your solution requirements should be based on your
business needs, and those will be identical for in-house and cloud-based solutions.w

Tom Chmielarski is a former senior consultant at GlassHouse Technologies.
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tTHE RIGHT LOG management tool can go a long way toward reducing the burden
of managing enterprise system log data. However, the right tool can quickly become
the wrong tool unless an organization invests the time and effort required to make
the most of it. Here are six log management best practices to ensure a successful
implementation.

1. A fool with a tool is still a fool—Don’t spend millions on a log management
system if you’re not prepared to invest the time in installing and managing it properly.
Log management systems must be configured to parse events and data that matter
to the organization so that reports have business and technical value. Another “fool”
mistake is failure to look at and review the alert console, thereby missing critical secu-
rity events. Don’t make the mistake of committing to log management technology
without committing the time necessary to use it well.

2. Pre-define requirements to streamline RFPs—Creating RFPs is a time-con-
suming process, but some requirements, once defined, can be re-used in subsequent
RFPs. This is often the case with logging requirements because the baseline of what’s
needed (format of the # log file, data written to the log file, etc) remains the same.
Another benefit of using pre-defined requirements is that it ensures the requirements
remain consistent while streamlining the RFP cycle.

3. Make sure you have the information you need—To be able to write effective
correlation rules, the log management system must have enough contextual data to
analyze. For example, where specifically did the traffic or activity come from? This
requires knowledge of the source IP address, which means the log management systems
must be logging that information in order for the engine to be able to parse it. What

LO G MANAG E M E NT ADVI C E
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happened on the target device or application? If an organization wants to write log
analysis rules and alerts for activity, the log data must record that activity.

4. Think beyond static reporting—The last thing most organizations need is
another list or spreadsheet filled with rows and rows of data that has no overarching
analysis model to help make sense of it all. Alerting should be done not just on “the
characteristics of individual rows but also on sets” and baselines of expected or accept-
able activity. Consider logins to a critical database. The normal baseline may be two
failed logins, but if the password requirements for that system are changed from a
simple dictionary word to an 8+ character non-dictionary string, login failures may
be expected to increase while users get accustomed to the new rules. Intelligently aware
log management systems could be tuned to monitor trends and provide feedback to
the administrators who may decide to use the trending information to temporarily
alter the alerting threshold.

5. Use log data to figure out what is
happening or what just happened— “Logs are
wonderful for outages,” because, very often, all
of the information necessary to determine what
is causing (or caused) the outage can be found
in the log files themselves. During a crisis, staff
often goes into reactive mode, sometimes relying
on intuition, speculation, and atomic unrelated
pieces of information to piece together what is
going on or what happened. But logs are a record
of what actually happened. Systems that allow
staff to write and run reports in real-time based on outage information deliver the
facts that response teams need to understand what’s happening on the network.

6. Think outside the security box—Log management systems are excellent for
aggregating and analyzing information from security devices for security awareness,
but the information being gathered can be used for other purposes as well. For example,
an organization “can analyze the customer experience for [your] top ten business rela-
tionships.” Many trending and click track type Web application-reporting systems
don’t provide a granular view of the actual customer experience. “Well-designed appli-
cation logging would take the customer experience into account,” and expands the
utility of the log management well outside of the security box.w

Diana Kelley is a partner with Amherst, N.H.-based consulting firm SecurityCurve. She formerly served as
vice president and service director with research firm Burton Group. She has extensive experience creating
secure network architectures and business solutions for large corporations and delivering strategic, competitive
knowledge to security software vendors.

Logs are wonderful for
outages, because, very
often, all of the infor-
mation necessary to
determine what is
causing (or caused) the
outage can be found in
the log files themselves.
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